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"A Pair of Tickets" by Amy Tan In the story "A Pair of Tickets," by Amy Tan, a woman by the name of Jing-mei struggles with her identity as a Chinese female. Throughout her childhood, she "vigorously denied" (857) that she had any Chinese under her skin. Then her mother dies when Jing-Mei is in her 30's, and only three months after her father
receives a letter from her twin daughters, Jing-Mei's half sisters. It is when Jing-mei hears her sisters are alive, that she and her dad take a trip overseas to meet her relatives and finally unites with her sisters. This story focuses on a woman's philosophical struggle to accept her true identity. The protagonist of the story is Jing-mei. She is a flat
character who turns out to be dynamic. Throughout her life, she has been very stubborn about accepting her identity. An example of this is when she explains, "I was 15 and had a vigorously denied that I had any Chinese whatsoever under my skin" (857). She shows her dynamic characteristic at the end of the story when she finally does accept her
heritage. The main conflict of this story is Jing-mei's struggle between accepting her identity based on her heritage and not on a personal image. There is no real order in which this conflict is clarified, because the climax and resolution come about at the same time. The conflict is internal due to the fact that she cannot accept her true identity. The
climax comes when she finally meets her twin sisters and says, "I get beyond the gate, we run toward each other, all three of us embracing, all hesitations and expectations forgotten" (870). It is then that the resolution comes into play and "After all these years, it can finally be let go" (870). It is at that point, when she can finally a... ... middle of paper
... ...Also an important quote is when she says, "But today I realize I've never really known what it means to be Chinese. I am thirty-six years old" (857). Even though she was in her 30's and still had that identity crisis, it was uplifting knowing that all it took for her to resolve that conflict was one meeting with her sisters. The story "A Pair of tickets"
examines a woman who has grown up with American influence all her life and struggles to accept her true identity. Through the story you can see Jing-mei struggles with her identity for over 30 years, but it finally is resolved once she is able to meet her twin sisters that have been missing from her life for over 30 years. Works Cited Tan, Amy. “A Pair
of Tickets.” The Longman Anthology of Short Fiction. Compact Edition. Ed. Dana Gioia and R.S. Gwynn. New York: Longman, 2001. This essay sample on A Pair Of Tickets Amy Tan Summary provides all necessary basic information on this matter, including the most common “for and against” arguments. Below are the introduction, body and
conclusion parts of this essay. Analyzing “A Pair of Tickets” of Amy Tan by Using the Technique “Setting” Family love is one of the most valuable kinds of love in our society from past to present. For some reasons, our family can be separated. No matter who we are or where we are, we always try our best to protect our family love. Don’t waste time
Get Your Custom Essay on “A Pair Of Tickets Amy Tan Summary” Get High-quality Paper helping students since 2016 “A Pair of Tickets” of Amy Tan is a very emotional story that is about a reunion of a Chinese family. It also tells us the true value of family love. And analyzing this story by the technique “setting”, the backdrop against which the action
of story takes place can help us to understand this value clearly. A Pair of Tickets” is a short story of Amy Tan that tells us a reunion of a Chinese family after a long time separation because of war. The main character, Jing Mei, is a Chinese-American who comes back to her hometown in China with her father to find her twin sisters whom her mother
abandoned in wartime. Jing Mei and her father’s first stop is in Guangzhou, China where her father can reunite with his long lost aunt. After visiting with her for a day they plan to take a plane to Shanghai, China where Jandale will meet her two half-sisters for the first time. What Is A Pair Of Tickets About The story was written in 1989 when China
became a developed country. It has main scenes in China in 1980s and some scenes in China in the 1940s. In 1940s, China was a very poor country that was destroyed by war. First, in Jing Mei’s memory, China is a slow-motion film in which her mother came to her house to find her relatives in hopelessness after a bomb fell on her house. China was in
ruin, all was in ruin and underneath her mother’s feet were “four stories of burnt bricks and wood, all the life of our house” (P. 124). All Jing Mei can feel was the sufferings of her mother when she found each pieces of her house in turn. There was a bed used to sleep in, really just a mental frame twisted up at one corner”, “a book” which “every page
had turned black”, “a teacup which was unbroken but filled with ashes”, “my doll, with her hands and legs broken, her hair burned off” (P. 124). It looks like whenever Jing Mei thinks about China, her heart feels a stinging pain from her mother’s pain and an unclear definition of family in her mind. Jing Mei just knows that China is where her
grandparents, her uncles, and their wives and children lived and all killed in the war. Through her mother’s telling about her doll that she gave to her youngest niece, “If she was in her house with that doll, her parents were there, and so everybody was there, waiting together, because that’s how our family was” (P. 124), in Jing Mei’s head is just a
vague imagination of a traditional Chinese family that all members in the family were always gathered together happily. Moreover, through her father’s telling, “The roads were filled with people, everybody running and begging for rides from passing trucks. The trucks rushed by, afraid to stop” (P. 30), everything in China was a chaotic pile when
everybody just wanted to leave at any cost. On the other hand, in 1980s, when her father and she comes to China to find her twin sisters, China wears quite different clothes which are more beautiful and modern. It sometimes brings some familiar feelings to Jing Mei and her father but it sometimes gives her alien, surprising feelings. The first scenes,
the familiar setting, come to Jing Mei’s eyes are “a sectioned field of yellow, green, and brown, a narrow canal flanking the tracks, low rising hills, and three people in blue jackets riding an ox-driven cart” (P. 21) when she is on the train with her father. Those scenes not only slowly awake her memory that she “had almost forgotten” (P. 121) but also
make her father younger and excited like “a young boy, so innocent and happy” (P. 120-P-121). And when she first sets foot on Chinese soil, she feels so strange about the names of cities such as is Chongquing, and Guilin (P. 121) and about the landscape which “has become gray, filled with low flat cement buildings, old factories, and then tracks and
more tracks filled with trains like our passing by in the opposite direction” (P. 23). No more trucks and wagons, there are just taxies, buses, and cars. No more immigrants in hurry to run away, there are just “a stream of people rushing, shoving, pushing us along, until we find ourselves in one of a dozen lines waiting to go through customs” (P. 123).
Those are alien setting that makes her feel strange because her hometown is so different from what she remembered. This setting of modern China also makes her confused as if like she were in US now, “I feel as if I were getting on the number 30 Stockton bus in San Francisco” (P. 123). Then, Jing Mei gets more surprising things on the way to
Garden Hotel. China seems to be a mix between the Orient and the Occident. China looks like “a major American city, with high rises and construction going on everywhere”, with “scores of little shops, dark inside, lined with counters and shelves” (P. 126). The modern characters of China are also expressed by Garden Hotel that has elevator,
bellboys. Moreover, “the rugs, drapes, bed-spreads, color television, refrigerator stocked with Heineken beer, Coke Classic, and Seven-Up” (P. 127) also makes Jing Mei cannot believe in her eyes. And even “hamburgers, French fries, and apple pie a la mode” (P. 127) can be found there. But China still keeps its specific traditional characters with
“little children wearing pink and yellow, red and peach” (P. 123) and these character occurs clearly when Aiyi, “an old women in a yellow knit beret is holding up a pink plastic bag filled with trinkets” (P. 124), comes to the air port with her crowded family. Through those alien and familiar settings, the story says that although the changes of the
country from traditional to modern, from old to new value, the relationship among family members cannot be changed. And this issue of the story can be expressed clearly by the symbolic setting, China. It does not simply mean a country, it is the valuable bridge to connect the relationship between Jing Mei and her twin sisters. It is where the
permanent family love begins. Finally, like John Denver used to sing “Country Roads take me home to the place I belong”, everybody in this world will find his or her origin one day because it is the value of family love and love never fails. And the short story “A Pairs of Tickets” is a very emotional and successful to story that tells us the true value of
family. To me, learning about family value is something people do not always understand, like Jing Mei used to distrust her past and the past of her families. But when she understands her family ‘s past, she can connect her rest family. Now she can meet her sisters, she can feel peaceful because she has fulfilled her dreams and the dreams of her
mother. Cherishing the family love we have is an essential thing we can do and have to do.
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